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ProjectProject  The Why: 

As a student leadership club we saw an need to
increase student participation in meeting. As well as

empowering students to be the leaders of the meetings.
For that reason we wanted to provided students with a

leadership training.

Project Description: 

Our project was focused on the Student Leadership
Club for grade levels 2nd-5th. They would participate

in a 2hr training to help build their leadership skills. Our
goal is for students to lead at least 2 meeting without

support of sponsors. 



Project DetailsProject Details  

Three 2 hours training were provided for 2nd, 3rd, 4th &
5th Grade Students. 

30 Student particapated in the Student
Leadership Training. 



Project SummaryProject Summary
After the Leadership Training we saw an increase in confidence
within the students. Students did not need the support of the
sponsors as much anymore and guided all of their conversation
without any support. 

Project Outcomes
Intended Outcome: Two student lead meetings. 

 
Results: Students lead the last four meetings without the support of their

sponsors. 
 We as well saw an increase in their knowledge of leadership skills through

their surveys. Students' response had changed with a more positive response
and understanding of what it is to be a student leader. 

 



Success & ChallengeSuccess & Challenge  

The biggest success that we observed was the
confidence that we saw grow in the leadership
club. Students were able to guide and navigate
the leadership meeting with hardly any support
from their sponsors. Meeting were student-led ,
which was our hope for the outcome. We saw

that this training helped every one of our
members gain a sense of confidence within

themselves not only in our meeting but within
the student community. 

. 

Success 
A challenge that we faced was finding an

appropriate time to conduct training as well as take
into consideration the COVID protocols on campus

and finding an appropriate space. We overcame the
time challenge by looking at a block of days that did

not conflict with STAAR testing or conflict with
prepping with STAAR. Teachers were also very

understanding of the importance of the Leadership
training. With overcoming the COVID protocols we
did a vast majority of our training outside with the

kids. We also split the training up between two days
with three sessions to assure that every student was

kept safe. 
 

Challenge 
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What weWhat we

Accomplished?Accomplished?

The funds helped us bring out confidence in
our students to lead their peers. It provided
students with leadership skills they can
continue to use throughout their growth
.
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A Hope I haveA Hope I have

After!After!
We are hopeful that we will continue to see
students leading our Student Leadership Club
Meeting. As well as continue to voice their ideas
for their peers in and outside of the classroom. 
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Thank youThank you!!
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